Mission, Vision, and Goals

JPS Mission

Jackson Public Schools, an innovative, urban district committed to excellence, will provide every student a quality education in partnership with parents and the community.

JPS Vision

Our vision is to become a top-ranked learning community that graduates productive, caring citizens who are prepared to succeed in a global society.

The following philosophy of administration is adopted by the Board of Trustees:

Every organization has a culture they want adopted, values they want championed, beliefs they want instilled, and behaviors they want reproduced. Leaders are the cultural architects of any organization. Eventually every organization takes on the character and priorities of its leaders. As a result, leaders must be intentional in creating a culture endowed with the following beliefs:

- All students can perform at or above proficiency.
- We will never change what we are willing to tolerate.
- We are accountable and responsible for performance and growth of our scholars.
- All stakeholders are partners and owners of the school's academic success.
- Recognition of accomplishments promotes an effective learning and work environment.

The Board of Trustees supports the administrative team in further charging it with the responsibility to accomplish the following goals:

1. Increase academic performance and achievement.
2. Increase average daily attendance for students and teachers.
3. Attract and retain high quality teachers and administrators.
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